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Abstract
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Digitization of user services and cheap access to the internet has led
to two critical problems- quick response to end-user queries and
faster analysis of large accumulated data to serve users better. This
has also led to the advent of various big data processing
technologies, each of them has architecture specific parameters to
tune for optimal execution of the application. There are also
challenges in optimal scheduling of analytic queries for faster
analysis, which lead to the problem of estimating analytic queries
execution time for large data sizes on the production system. A
production system may be an enterprise database system or a
cluster of machines with Hadoop etc, where each machine may be
of different hardware configuration (known as heterogeneous
environment). In the first part of this tutorial, we shall present need
and challenges for tuning big data applications on various
platforms. This is followed by discussion on various existing
solutions for application tuning. The second part of the tutorial
presents the challenges and state of the art for estimating
application execution time.
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